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Foreword 

This edition of the booklet has been  
prepared in accordance with the   
proposed BS 4729:2005. This is the  
supporting Standard for the new   
European Standard EN771–1. The  
specification of bricks in this booklet  
will follow the procedure detailed in  
EN771–1. The alpha-numeric coding  
system is now established and used in  
both the Standard and this brochure. 

This British Standard has been prepared under the  
direction of the Clay and Calcium Silicate Products  
Standards Policy Committee. It is a revision of   
BS 4729:1990, which is withdrawn.   
Extracts from British Standards are reproduced  
with the permission of BSI. Complete copies can  
be obtained by post from BSI Sales, Linford Wood,  
Milton Keynes MK14 6LE. Fax: 01908 320856 
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The Guide 

Brick Matters Ltd has produced this guide to   

special shaped bricks. 

We hope that it will provide a useful aid to   

specification and choice and help to keep brick  

in the forefront of current design and building. 

We will be glad to give advice on all our bricks  

and specials. 

Please contact the Sales Office by telephone   

on 01763 248028 or by email   

info@brickmatters.co.uk   
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Victorian Old Type Specials 

GROUP VN 

STEPPED HEADER 

VN.14 

TYPE  A  B  C 

VN.14.1    230   80 112.5 
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Appendices 

  
Appendix A 
Information to be considered when ordering bricks of special 
shapes. 

When determining the specification of special shaped bricks 
consider which of the physical properties will be of 
significance in the finished brickwork and specify only these. 
Specification of properties which are not essential may 
restrict the choice of brick offered. Specifiers should pay 
particular attention to the clauses referred to in other British 
Standards in order to assess the significance of each property 
and the need to specify it. 
The following information should be considered when ordering  bricks of 
special shapes. 

(a) Product name or colour and texture (see 0.3) 
(b) Type number and description, right or left hand (if relevant, see 0.4),    e.g. 

BN.3, single bullnose stop, right hand. 
(c) Faced surfaces (see 0.2) 
(d) Durability requirements. Bricks of special shapes that are to be     

 used in positions where they are liable to be saturated and subject    
 to freeze/thaw cycling, e.g. in parapets, copings, cappings and sills    
 need to be suitably durable. 

  NOTE: Specifiers should consult with manufacturers or 
suppliers   regarding the suitability of the bricks for use in such 
exposed    positions.   In addition: 
(1) for freeze/thaw resistance of high density (HD) clay bricks,   
   see 5.3.6 and B.3 of pr EN771–1 and annex C to this 
standard; 
(2) for freeze/thaw resistance of calcium silicate bricks, see 5.7   
   of BS EN771–2; 
(3) for freeze/thaw resistance of concrete bricks, see 5.7 of   
   pr EN771–3; 
(4) for guidance on the use of bricks and mortars in position of   
   varying degrees of exposure, see table 13 of BS 5628–
3:2001. 
(e) Requirements for structural use, see BS EN771 series of standards     and 

BS5628–1 and 2. 
(f) Where products are used to be other than in the orientation described  

 in this standard, a drawing showing the proposed application should   
 be included with the order to allow the implications for manufacture    
 to be considered, e.g. the effect of perforation patterns if the brick   
 is to be used in a situation where it is structurally loaded   
 perpendicular to the line of the perforations. 

(g) Any special requirement for dimensional tolerances, see BS EN771   
 series of standards. 

(h) Any special requirement not covered by this standard, e.g. position of    any 
perforations and holes (see 0.1), or acid-resistance. 

(i) Quantity. 
(j) Packaging requirements. 
(k) A schedule of deliveries to be agreed with the suppliers. 

Appendix B 
Guidance on the limits for size of individual bricks other than 
group NS. 

Table 15 
Guidance on the limits of size of individual bricks other than 
group NS 

Work size dimension (mm)  Tolerance (mm) 



 

Up to 25   ±2 
>25 to 120   ±3 
>120 to 220   ±4 
More than 220   ±5 

See also paragraph (a) in the Foreword. 
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Specifications 

  
0  INTRODUCTION 

0.1 Forms of bricks 
Although the diagrams in this standard indicate solid bricks, bricks of 
special shapes may be solid, frogged, cellular or perforated.  
NOTE: The specifier should ascertain from the supplier the exact nature 
of any voids and consider the structural implications as well as the 
implications for constructional detailing. 

0.2 Faced surfaces 
The surfaces of the bricks which will be faced are indicated by shading 
in the diagrams shown in the tables in this standard.   
Surfaces not visible in the diagrams are not faced.  
NOTE: If specifiers require other surfaces to be faced, they should 

consult the manufacturers or suppliers. 0.3 Colour and surface texture 
With some types of bricks and manufacturing techniques, it is not 
possible to ensure that the colour and texture of all the exposed faces 
of special shapes exactly match those of the corresponding standard 
bricks.  
NOTE: Specifiers should consult with the supplier at an early stage to 
establish their needs for a particular application. 

0.4 Left and right-handed bricks 
Left or right-handed versions will sometimes need to be specified, e.g.  
(a) where the special shape brick is asymmetric, e.g. a single    
 bullnose stop (Type BN.3);  
(b) where the directional nature of the surface texture of the  
 bricks requires them to be laid in one aspect to avoid   
 variations in appearance in the built wall. 
When a brick has a handed version the diagram indicates whether a 
left-hand (LH) or right-hand (RH) version is shown.  
NOTE: The need to specify handed versions of single-frogged bricks in 
positions where compressive strength may be critical (see 0.5) may be 
avoided by, on the appropriate hand, filling the frog with mortar before 
laying it frog down. An example is the use of squint bricks (Group 4, 
Type AN.1) at both sides of an opening. 

0.5 Compressive strength 
Clay and Calcium Silicate bricks of special shapes and sizes may have a 
lower compressive strength than bricks made to EN771–1 and EN771–
2 from the same raw materials.  
NOTE: In positions where compressive strength may be critical,  e.g. 
under the ends of lintels, it is usually necessary to fill any frogs in the 
bricks with mortar. Where strength is a critical design requirement the 
manufacturers should be consulted. 

0.6 Durability 
Bricks of special shapes which are to be used in positions where they 
are liable to be saturated and frozen, e.g. in parapets, copings, 
cappings and sills, need to be suitably durable (see item (e) of appendix 
A).  
NOTE: Specifiers should consult with manufactures or suppliers 
regarding the suitability of the brick for use in such exposed  positions. 

1  SCOPE 
This British Standard specifies the shapes and dimensions of bricks of 
special shapes and sizes made from clay, calcium silicate or concrete 
and intended for use in the construction of brick  masonry. The 
dimensions and other requirements of standard bricks are covered by 
EN771–1, EN771–2, EN771–3.  
NOTE: The purchaser should supply with his enquiry or order the 
information given in appendix A. 



 

2  SHAPES AND DIMENSIONS 
Unless otherwise stated all dimensions are in millimetres.



 

For more information or to discuss 

any requirements please contact our 

sales team. 

 

Tel: 01763 248028 

Email: info@brickmatters.co.uk 


